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Abstract. Model checking of complex time extended UML (UML/RT) mod-
els is limited today due to two main obstacles: (1) The state explosion problem
restricts the size of the UML/RT models which can be addressed and (2) stan-
dard model checking approaches cannot be smoothly integrated into the usually
incremental and iterative design process. The presented solution for incremen-
tal design and verification with UML/RT within the FUJABA Real-Time Tool
Suite overcomes these two obstacles by applying a compositional reasoning ap-
proach [1] that is based on a restricted notion of UML patterns and components.
A mapping of a subset of the UML/RT component model and additional real-
time extensions for UML state diagrams to HUppaal is presented which enables
the automatic, compositional formal verification of partial models such as pat-
terns and components by means of a model checking PlugIn. The developed tool
support makes an incremental and iterative design and verification process pos-
sible where only the patterns and components which have been modified have to
be rechecked rather than the whole UML/RT model.

1 Introduction

Current distributed embedded real-time systems become increasingly complex, and a
large fraction of development cost and time is consumed by the development of the
included control software. As these systems are often used in a safety-critical environ-
ment, this software has to meet strict quality criteria. The presented approach and the
related FUJABA Real-Time Tool Suite1 therefore support a rigorous system design and
formal verification of UML/RT models to enable the incremental design of software for
safety-critical systems.

To address the complexity of the system design at the architectural level, we propose
to use a subset of the current UML 2.0 proposal [2] which includes the basic concepts
and notations of UML/RT [3]. The employed subset is described in more detail in [4].
Our approach requires thatall collaborations are described via a connector and multiple
ports in form of reusable patterns [1]. These patterns are further used to derive the
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required component behavior in a process that integrates these design activities with
verification.

To resolve the state explosion problem for large UML/RT models, we employ a for-
mal semantics definition for the employed subset of the UML/RT component model and
real-time extension of UML state diagrams which enables the automatic, compositional
formal verification of the models by means of components and patterns [1]: At first,
complex software systems are composed from domain-specific patterns which model a
particular part of the system coordination in a well-defined context. The correctness of
each pattern can be verified individually. As the complete communication of a pattern is
described within its roles and the number of roles is fixed the verification task is usually
feasible.

The composition of these patterns to describe the complete component behavior
and the overall system behavior is prescribed by a rigorous syntactic definition which
guarantees that the verification of the components and the system behavior does not
invalidate the results of the verification of the individual patterns.

The presented approach further supports the logical modeling of real-time behavior
by means of a real-time extension of UML state diagrams named Real-Time Statecharts
(RTSC) [5]. Automatic code generation ensures a proper mapping of the high level
timing attributes to the physical model level. Therefore, verification results obtained for
the UML models can be safely transferred to the implementation due to the automatic
code generation. In addition, a formal verification at the level of the abstract logical
UML models is usually feasible while this might not be the case for the physical level
models (cf.UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance, and Time[6]).

Another obstacle for the applicability of formal verification in the context of model-
based development is the more or less batch-oriented integration of model checking into
the tools which is at odds with the incremental character of human design activities. We
address this problem by integrating the constraints directly into the UML model and ex-
plicitly maintain the status of each constraint within the model consistency management
of the FUJABA CASE tool [7]. The designer is thus always aware whether a constraint
holds, is violated, or requires formal verification. As the compositional verification of-
ten permits to check required constraints within seconds, the tool further permits to
check local constraints in the background rather than waiting for the user to initiate the
model checking explicitly.

The paper is organized as follows: After reviewing the proposed UML/RT-based
model-driven development of the software in Section 2, we describe the mapping of the
logical model to the HUppaal environment to enable model checking (see Section 3).
Then, the incremental design and verification of constraints and the integration between
the constraints and consistency management are outlined in Section 4. We finally review
relevant related work in Section 5 and present our final conclusions and an outlook on
future work.

2 Model Based Development with UML/RT

As a concrete example for a complex mechatronic product, we use a simplified version
of the software for the RailCab research project2. The vision of the RailCab project is a

2 http://www-nbp.upb.de/en/index.html



mechatronic rail system where autonomous shuttles apply the linear drive technology,
used in the Transrapid, but travel on the existing passive track system of the standard
railway. One particular problem, which has been previously described in [1], is to re-
duce the energy consumption due to air resistance by coordinating the autonomously
operating shuttles in such a way that they form convoys whenever possible. Such con-
voys are created on-demand and require small distances between the shuttles in order
to achieve significant economies. Coordination between the speed control units of the
shuttles becomes a safety-critical aspect and results in a number of hard real-time con-
straints, which have to be addressed when building the control software of the shuttles.

2.1 Patterns and Components

Within our modeling and verification approach for the software of complex real-time
systems [1], modeling is divided into modeling the interaction between components of
the system by reusablecoordination patternsand modeling the detailed behavior of the
components by relating to the behavior of the applied patterns.

A pattern describes communication and therefore consists of multiple communica-
tion partners, calledroles. Roles interact through ports which are linked by a connector.
The communication behavior of a role is specified by a RTSC and is restricted by an
invariant. The behavior of the connector is described by another RTSC that is used to
model channel delay and reliability, which are of crucial importance for real-time sys-
tems. The overall behavior of a pattern is restricted by a pattern constraint, whereas the
behavior of a role can be restricted by a role invariant.

Within the shuttle example, distance coordination between two shuttles is modeled
as a pattern. ThisDistanceCoordination pattern consists of two roles, thefrontRole and
the rearRole and one connector that models the wireless radio link between the two
shuttles. The pattern specifies the behavior needed to coordinate two successive shuttles.
The main requirement of the pattern is to ensure that no rear-end collision happens when
the first shuttle has to brake suddenly, e.g. in case of an emergency. If the shuttle is the
head of a convoy, it may brake only with reduced force, because another shuttle drives
behind it with a reduced, minimal distance and which reacts with delay. We thus require
that the front shuttle must not brake with full power if it is inconvoymode. For the rear
shuttle, we require that it does brake with full power. These two requirements are called
role invariants. On the other hand, the overall pattern constraint forbids the rear role to
be in modeconvoywhile frontRole is in modenoConvoy.

The pattern constraint and role invariants can be annotated to the pattern resp. its
roles using ATCTL3 formulas. The pattern with its annotated constraint and invariants
is depicted in Figure 1. The behaviors are presented in the remainder of this section.

After the patterns have been specified, the concrete software components can be
built. Components are designed by coordinating and refining each role RTSC of the
involved patterns. The refinement has to respect the role RTSC (i.e. not add additional
behavior or block guaranteed behavior) and additionally has to respect the guaranteed

3 ATCTL is the subset of timed computation tree logic which only containsalways path opera-
tors.



DistanceCoordination

<<Component>>

Shuttle3

frontRole rearRole

<<Component>>

Shuttle2

A[] not (myRearRole.convoy and myFrontRole.convoy)
A[] not deadlock

A[] not (rearRole.convoy and frontRole.noConvoy)
A[] not deadlock

unsafe

true

Fig. 1.TheDistanceCoordination pattern

behavior of the roles in form of their invariants. An additional internal RTSC for coor-
dination is used to describe the required coordination of the refined roles. We further
refer to the refined roles as component ports or ports in short.

In our example, the shuttle component must conform to theDistanceCoordination
pattern and has to operate as both arearRole and afrontRole as it may be followed by
another shuttle as well as itself can follow another shuttle. The synchronization RTSC
on the other hand is responsible for the decision whether to build or break a convoy
and to synchronize the two ports. Figure 2 shows several shuttle components with the
frontRole as well as therearRole within their ports.

The complete system is built by a number of components and patterns which overlap
at their ports resp. their roles. Thus, we can build an arbitrarily complex combination
of shuttle components connected by theDistanceCoordination pattern using multiple
instances that are accordingly adjusted to permit their composition. Figure 2 shows a
system with four shuttle instances and three instances of the distance coordination pat-
tern. Within the figure, the squares at the component borders depict the pattern roles as
well as the component ports, which indicates the overlapping of patterns and compo-
nents w.r.t. the ports/roles.

DistanceCoordination DistanceCoordination DistanceCoordination

<<Component>>

Shuttle2

<<Component>>

Shuttle3

<<Component>>

Shuttle4

<<Component>>

Shuttle1

frontRole frontRole frontRolerearRole rearRole rearRole

Fig. 2.System with four shuttle instances and three instances of the distance coordination pattern

2.2 Real-Time Statecharts

As described above, the role behaviors of a pattern are specified by RTSC. We apply
RTSC [8] instead of pure UML state machines because the patterns have to fulfill real-
time requirements.

In RTSC, time-dependent behavior is modeled by using clocks which are reset when
firing transitions or entering resp. leaving a state. The idea of introducing clocks stems



from the concept of Timed Automata [9] and permits to emulate the simpler UML
timing constructs such asafter andwhen.

Clocks are more expressive then the ordinary UML timing constructs. Using differ-
ent clocks enables us to refer to different points in time. A single clock can be refer-
enced in multiple states and therefore permits timing constraints which are not bound
to a single state like theafter-construct.

In addition to UML state machines, RTSC offer transition priorities, asynchronous
communication, and the integration of complex data models.

Similar to Timed Automata, transitions are extended by so calledtime guardsand
states are associated withtime invariants. Thus, a transition is triggered when the spec-
ified event is available, the guard is true and the time guard evaluates to true as well.
The automaton may only reside in states whose invariants are true. Once the invariant
becomes false, it has to leave the state.

In contrast to Timed Automata, firing a transition in a RTSC consumes time. There-
fore, transitions are associated withdeadline intervalsd = [dmin, dmax], specifying
the minimum and maximum point in time when the firing of the transition has to be
finished, relative to a clock or relative to the point of activation. It is to be noted that
together with worst-case execution times (wcet), which are included in the model, this
more realistic assumption is a critical prerequisite to enable an automatic code gener-
ation which can equally guarantee the specified timing properties of the implemented
model (cf.[10]).

Fig. 3.The frontRole
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Fig. 4.The rearRole

Figures 3 and 4 show thefrontRole and therearRole behaviors:4 When thefront-
Role resides in statenoConvoy, it may non-deterministically choose to send a convoy
proposal to therearRole, which answers with aConvoyProposalRejected or StartCon-
voy message. When sendingConvoyProposal the clockt0 is set to zero. If thefrontRole
does not receive an answer it switches back to statenoConvoy after1000 msec. When
sending resp. receivingStartConvoy, both communication partners change their state to
convoy. Breaking the convoy is done by a similar handshake protocol.

When specifying the concrete behavior of theshuttle component, it must realize the
(refined) behavior of its roles. Therefore, the RTSC from Figure 5, which shows the
Shuttle behavior, consists of 3 orthogonal states: The upper orthogonal statemyFron-
tRole refines the the front role behavior. The orthogonal statemyRearRole refines the
rearRole behavior. The third orthogonal state is responsible for synchronizing the dif-
ferent roles realized by the component.

3 Mapping UML/RT Models to HUppaal

The proposed UML/RT subset only supports components and patterns as structural
modeling concepts. All behavioral aspects are modeled only with RTSC. Therefore, the
addressed mapping of the UML/RT model to the HUppaal tool [11, 12] at first requires
a mapping for RTSC (see Section 3.1) and a subsequent mapping of the structural mod-
eling concepts to the parallel composition of Hierarchical Timed Automata (see Section
3.2).

3.1 Mapping of Real-Time Statecharts to HUppaal

The semantics of RTSC has been defined by a mapping to an Extended Hierarchical
Timed Automata (ExHTA) model [5], which extends Hierarchical Timed Automata
(HTA) as established in [11] for the HUppaal approach. The HUppaal approach pro-
vides an automatic mapping from HTA to flat timed automata by the use of the Vanilla

4 In our notion,r e! denotes an synchronous send signal andr e? an synchronous receive signal
which is send fromr resp. received fromr. We user e for receiving an asynchronous event
from r and/ r e to denote an asynchronous evente which is send tor.
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Fig. 5.The complete Shuttle component

tool5 [11] such that the Uppaal [13] model checker can be applied. Therefore we intro-
duce mapping rules from ExHTA to HTA.

In Figure 6, an overview of the basic constructs available in RTSC, ExHTA, and
HTA is given. In contrast to RTSC, no time consuming transitions anddo, enter, or
exit actionsare present in ExHTA, as described in Appendix A.2. The mapping from
RTSC to ExHTA essentially mapsdo actionsand the time consuming transitions of
the RTSC to a view conform with Timed Automata where time only elapses within
states and not within transitions. In a second step, ExHTA are transformed to HTA (see
Appendix A.1) by a mapping of the additional ExHTA concepts, such as priorities,
asynchronous communication, and history, to HTA so that the HUppaal approach is
applicable. Note that the constructs for parallelism, hierarchy, integer variables, and
clocks can be adopted without changes, because they are provided by ExHTA as well
as by the final target model HTA.

Transition To handle the time consuming transitions, theexit() -operation of the
source state, the data assignment and the target state’sentry() -method have to be
addressed first. They are mapped to the ExHTA model by putting their sequential ex-
ecution into thedo actionof an additional state. This leads to two different kinds of

5 http://www.brics.dk/ omoeller/hta/vanilla-1/
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Fig. 6.Overview about the basic elements of RTSC, ExHTA and HTA

locations:State locations, representing states, andaction locations, in which operations
are executed.
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Fig. 7.Mapping of transitions

Figure 7 shows how a transition is mapped to an additional action location and two
transitions of an ExHTA as defined within the Appendix in Definition 2. Solid arrows
denote urgent, dashed arrows denote non-urgent transitions. If a transition is activated
for a specific time interval, an urgent one fires immediately, a non-urgent one fires at
any point of time of the interval. The event, guard, time guard and priority from the
RTSC are recovered in the urgent transition as these attributes shall trigger the actions.

The deadline is reused in multiple places. On the one hand, it is used to extend
the invariant of the action location. On the other hand, it is used to prevent premature
leaving of the action location before the point of time, specified by the lower bound of
the deadline. As the last point of time when the action location may be left is specified



by the upper bound of the deadline, it is used as the upper bound of the time guard of
the non-urgent transition.

Do Action Figure 8 shows how a non-hierarchical stateS1 is mapped to a location in
the ExHTA model as defined in Definition 2 within Appendix A.2: The name and the
invariant are kept. To model the periodic execution of thedo()-operation, a new state
S′

1 is introduced. The non-urgent transitionsS1 → S′
1 andS′

1 → S1 are created. The
do()-operation is assigned to the first one. The latter one resets the new introduced clock
t and is only triggered att ≥ plow. To ensure that thedo-operation is executed not later
thanpup, the invariantt ≤ pup is assigned toS′

1. All transitions leading toS1 are kept,
while all leaving transitions are doubled so that one of them has its origin inS1 and
one inS′

1. The assumption that thedo actioncannot interfere with other transitions is
justified by the fact that the maximal time consumed by firing each transition is checked
w.r.t. this effect in our tool.

inv
S1

do()

S1
S′

1

perioddo ∈ [plow, pup]

RTSC

t ≤ pup
t ≤ pup

do()
t :=

0

t := 0 t ≥ plow

ExHTA

Fig. 8.The transformation of ordinary states with do()-methods

Priorities As mentioned in Definition 2, a transition is also marked with a priority flag.
If a state has more than one outgoing transition and more than one is enabled at once
the transition with the highest priority fires. As there is no support for priorities in the
HUppaal model, we have to provide a mapping for this concept. We have to distinguish
between two cases: (1) a transition is only triggered by a guard and (2) a transition is
triggered by a guard and an event. In the first case, we use the fact that boolean guards
can be inverted. In the second case, the problem we have to deal with is that events
cannot be inverted like boolean guards and that two participants running in parallel are
synchronized when a transition fires.

In Figure 9, the mapping scheme is depicted. A stateS of an ExHTA with transitions
S → S1 (t1), . . . , S → Sn (tn) which synchronize via eventse12 with 2 ∈ {?, !} and
which are additionally marked with a guardguardi and a priority valueprioi is mapped
to a HTA. An additional stateS′ associated with acommitted flag is present in the HTA.
Due to the fact thatS′ is marked ascommitted, the state must be left at once again after
it was entered. In addition, for every eventei2, a variableflag ei is added. The flag
characterizes whether the related event is enabled on both the sender and receiver side
(flag ei == 1), is enabled only for one of the participants (flag ei == 0), or is not
enabled for neither of the participants (flag ei == −1). The flagflag ei is tested and
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Fig. 9.Transformation of Priority

updated as follows:6

flag ei := guardi == true?(flag ei + 1 : flag ei)

If the guardguardi evaluates totrue, flagi is incremented. Otherwise,flagi remains
the same.

flag ei > 0 and prioi ≥ max
j=1..n,j 6=i

flagj ∗ prioj

From all outgoing transitions of the stateS the guards are formed as follows:flag ei >
0 is added to ensure that the original guardguardi is true and both participants are ready
to synchronize. To ensure that only the transition with the highest priority can fire, we
additionally check that there is no other enabled transition with a higher priority than
the current one.

∀i=1...nflag ei := guardi == true?(flag ei − 1 : flag ei)

When any transition fires, the value of all flagsflagi has to be refreshed. If anyflagi

has been incremented before, it is thus accordingly decremented.

Asynchronous communicationRTSC interact via synchronous and asynchronous events.
External events from other statecharts are always asynchronous. Synchronous events
are just used for internal communication. HUppaal supports the synchronization mech-
anism provided by the Timed Automata model. For asynchronous communication, this
concept has to be extended. A new Timed Automaton realizing a queue for each event
is added to the system.

Figure 10 shows the scheme for the Timed Automata which is used to queue a given
set of asynchronous eventse1, . . . ,en. The size of the queue is specified separately for
each RTSC in the UML model [14].

The automaton consists of three states,S1, S2 andError. When the eventsend e1
is sent by an automaton, the event is added to the queue. This happens at transition

6 a?b : c is according to ”‘ifa thenb elsec”’



e1 tail := e1 tail− 1

e1 queue[0] == e1
Dispatch e1!
e1 queue[0] := queue[1],
. . .
e1 queue[SIZE − 1] := 0,

S1

e1 tail + . . . + en tail <= SIZE

c

S2

. . .

en queue[0] == e1
Dispatch en!
en queue[0] := queue[1],

en queue[SIZE − 1] := 0,

en tail := en tail− 1

e1 queue[e1 tail] := e1, e1 tail := e1 tail + 1

send e1?

send en?

en queue[en tail] := en, en tail := en tail + 1

en tail + . . . + en tail > SIZEError

Fig. 10.Scheme for queuing asynchronous events

S1 → S2, where the event is added to the arraye1 queue. If the entire event queue
is not full, the automaton will turn back to the initial state. Otherwise, the automaton
will switch to theError state. If the automaton is in stateS1 consumed events can be
dispatched (self-transitionsS1 → S1).

History Within hierarchical states of RTSC, it is possible to define a history flag. In
the syntax and semantics of the HTA, the history is defined, but there is no tool support
when HTA are flattened to ordinary Timed Automata. We thus also introduce a mapping
for history.

S1

1

history ==
−1

H
C

S1

1
S2

1 S2

1

history := 2

hist
ory

== 2
history == 1

history := 1

S1

entry()
do()
exit()

S1

1
S2

1H

Timed AutomatonRTSC

Fig. 11.Transformation of history

In Figure 11 (left side), the hierarchical stateS1 of a RTSC contains the substates
S1

1 , S2
1 and the history flag (H). The effect of the latter one is that the state which last

was active will be occupied again whenS1 is entered. To realise this behavior in the
Timed Automata model, a history locationH and a variablehistory are added for each
history flag. On each transition, the variablehistory is set to a unique value, representing
a location, e.g.history:=1. When the stateS1 is entered for the first time,history is
set to−1. From the history locationH, a transition to every other location is added.
Each individual outgoing transition fromH is marked with a guardhistory==i, where
i is a unique id of the target location. In Figure 11(right side), the transformed Timed
Automaton is depicted. For flat history, as in the example, the construction is only done
for the highest level of the RTSC. In case of deep history, the construction also has to
be done for all other levels.



Data ElementsWe also have to transform the data elements as defined in syntax and
semantics of ExHTA to HTA. In RTSC, it is also possible to define method calls as
guards, e.g.convoyUseful() in addition to ordinary guards, e.g.convoy==true (cf. Figure
12). Note that we assume that integer variables are only updated in specific integer
updates, while method calls in guards or updates do not affect them.

convoyUseful() ∧ convoy==true
S1 S2

convoyUseful==true ∧ convoy==true
S2

convoyUseful:=true

convoyUseful:=false

S′

1

C
S

Fig. 12.Transformation of guards as a combination of variable and method call

For the mapping, we decided to ignore the data updates in side effects and simply
simulate the two possibilities of the result of the method call in the guard using an
additional flag. If a method callconvoyUseful() is present in the guards of a stateS, we
add an additional flagconvoyUseful and stateS′

1 with a committed flag to the HTA. Two
transitions connectingS′

1 with S1 are added and marked withconvoyUseful:=true resp.
convoyUseful:=false.

External EventsDue to the employed compositional approach, the mapping can result
in a closed or in an open system depending on whether events without counterpart exist
in the model. These external events, which can only show up in the port RTSC, are
simply omitted and the transitions are transformed into non-urgent ones. This mapping
ensures that an erratic non-deterministic behavior of the system environment is simu-
lated while additional deadlocks are excluded.

3.2 Mapping Components and Patterns to HUppaal

Finally, we have to construct the formal models for the patterns, components, and sys-
tems based on the transformation of RTSC to HTA as outlined in the last Section.

Patterns When checking a single pattern, the parallel composition of the HTA for the
role behavior as well as the connector results in a closed HTA model which can be fed
into HUppaal.

ComponentsThe situation is slightly more complex for components. The orthogonal
states in the RTSC of the component result in a HTA which includes the refined role
behaviors as well as a synchronization part which contains unconnected external events



and is thus open. The mapping for unresolved events outlined in the last Section still
permits to model check the resulting HTA model with HUppaal assuming an erratic
environment operating non-deterministically.

SystemsWhen considering the whole system or an arbitrary fraction of the system, the
included patterns and components have to be unified to a single HTA model. While for
the components the HTA mapping which reflects the orthogonal -states in the RTSC
of the component can be reused for an adjusted set of unconnected external events,
only the HTA resulting from the mapping of the connectors have to be included for the
patterns. Again, the resulting HTA model can be checked with the HUppaal approach. If
the complete system is considered, we usually have a closed system, while for arbitrary
fractions of the system the mapping results in an erratic non-deterministic environment.

4 Incremental Design and Verification

Due to the outlined mapping of RTSC to HUppaal and the specific treatment of unre-
solved external signals, the partial models which relate to each pattern or component
can be employed to model check the required local properties.

4.1 Compositional Model Checking

In Section 2, we outlined the proposed design approach. When verification is also inte-
grated, the development process consists of the following five steps which where first
introduced in [1]: (1) design the patterns and their roles, (2) verify each pattern individ-
ually, (3) design the components by refining the roles associated to each port, (4) verify
each component, and (5) compose the overall system by using the verified patterns and
components. Note that steps 1 and 2 have to be repeated for every required pattern.
When steps 3 and 4 have already been performed with incomplete sets of patterns,
additional parallel statecharts that refine the additional roles have to be added incre-
mentally. Step 5 finally ensures correct semantical composition by correct syntactical
composition.

Within design step 1, an overall pattern constraint, given as an ATCTL formula, is
assigned to each of the patterns. In step 2, model checking is used to verify whether the
pattern is deadlock free and the constraint is met by the pattern or not. It is sufficient to
check the pattern in isolation; other patterns and components need not be considered.

To check the components’ correctness, step 4, the role invariants are used. A com-
ponent is correct if it fulfills all invariants associated with the roles it refines and if it is
additionally deadlock free.

It has been shown in [1] that an additional sixth step to verify the correctness of the
overall system is not necessary. Due to the compositional nature of the approach, each
system that is composed of verified patterns and components in a syntactically correct
manner is also semantically correct. Following this approach, when we have to verify a
system, consisting ofn instances of the distance coordination pattern andn + 1 shuttle
components, it is sufficient to only check the pattern and the component behavior once.



The verification of the patternDistanceCoordination using the model checker Upp-
aal takes1.12 sec for deadlock freedom (A[] not deadlock). To check the propertyA[]
not ( rearRole.convoy and frontRole.noConvoy ) the model checker needs0.41 sec. Both
properties are fulfilled and have been checked within1.53 sec.

For the verification of one component the following properties are checked. First,
the deadlock freedomA[] not deadlock is checked for the component, which takes about
1.23 sec. To ensure the role invariants, we have to prove that thefrontRole and rear role
are not in the stateconvoy at the same time. Thus, the conditionA[] not ( rearRole.convoy
and frontRole.convoy ) is checked which takes0.31 sec. Again, both properties are eval-
uated to true and the check took only1.54 sec.

It is to be noted that due to the compositional approach these checks are sufficient
to prove the correctness of syntactically correct composed systems with an arbitrary
number of shuttles, while checking such models directly is only feasible for a moderate
number of shuttles (cf. [15]).

Another important advantage is that the verification is already performed during the
design phase, i.e. it is not required to have a complete model of the system before the
first verification steps are performed.

4.2 Model Checking and Consistency Management

As outlined in Section 2, the required properties have been integrated into the UML
model to ease their handling and comprehension. The compositional verification ap-
proach further enables us to check each required property using only the small relevant
fraction of the UML behavioral and structural model they are attached with as it does
not require a complete model. This results in a large number of small verification tasks,
instead of a single one, which have to be managed somehow.

Therefore, a tight integration with the consistency management mechanism of the
FUJABA Tool Suite has been realized [16, 7], which maintains a continuously up-to-
date property status. This status is eithertrue when the property holds,false when the
property does not hold, orunsafe when the model elements and the last check are pos-
sibly not consistent any more (see Figure 1).

To maintain consistency between the properties and structural and behavioral model
elements, the following rules are realized by a consistency mechanism: (1) If a pattern or
any of its role behaviors in form of a RTSC has been changed, the associated properties
are marked asunsafe and all properties of involved components are marked asunsafe,
too. The latter marks are necessary because the behavior of the components have to be
a refinement of the port roles of the patterns. (2) If a component or its RTSC have been
modified, the related properties have to be marked asunsafe.

The small models involved in the compositional model checking of properties usu-
ally result in rather small verification times (about2 sec in our example). Therefore, the
model checking PlugIn of the FUJABA Real-Time Tool Suite permits to automatically
handle these verification tasks in a background process: If a pattern or component has
been changed, the appropriate component resp. pattern is added to acheckList and a
background process automatically handles the verification task [17]. It is also possible
to deactivate this background model checking.



Consider the following example: An error is detected by the model checker in the
shuttle component. As the properties are directly associated with the components, it is
no problem to find the erroneous component and the related RTSC. After correcting
the RTSC (e.g. by inserting a missing clock reset) a new verification process is started
as soon as the user changes the view from the RTSC to another diagram. During veri-
fication, the property is marked asunsafe. When the verification process has finished,
the result (true,false) is automatically shown in the property, and the developer is thus
informed. The advantage is that the developer does not have to keep in mind all the
changed RTSC because the background consistency management manages them in a
list. If the model is large, this becomes very important.

The outlined scenario shows that, within an iterative design process, the formal ver-
ification can be smoothly integrated and fully automated. In the outlined approach, the
formal correctness becomes a question of permanently maintaining model consistency
rather than time consuming additional verification activities. However, if a property
does not hold, the developer is still in charge of resolving the problem by analyzing and
adjusting the UML model accordingly.

5 Related Work

As described in the previous sections our RTSC are mapped to HUppaal [12, 11]. In
HUppaal Hierarchical Timed Automata are introduced which extend Timed Automata
by hierarchy. The difference to Timed Automata is that a HTA consists of locations
which are either simple states as in Timed Automata or composite states consisting of
several substates. Composite states can be either XOR-states, which means if this state
is active exactly one of its substates is active too, or AND-states, i.e. if this state is
active, all of its substates are active too. To verify HTA, they have to be flattened, i.e.
transformed to Timed Automata which can be done by the tool Vanilla[11]. Although
HTA are more suitable for our approach than flat Timed Automata, they still lack of
some required high level concepts such as priorities, asynchronous communication, or
history which have been proven to be useful for modeling real-time systems. Therefore,
we decided to introduce UML/RT which offers additional modeling concepts and can
be mapped to HTA.

Knapp et al. present in [18] a tool called HUGO/RT. Within this tool, models are
described by UML state machines. The properties to be checked are given as scenarios
written as sequence diagrams extended by time annotations. For verification, HUGO/RT
transforms the Statecharts into Timed Automata and the sequence diagrams into Ob-
server Timed Automata. Afterwards, the model checker Uppaal is started, which checks
whether the Observer Timed Automata describe a reachable behavior of the system. The
approach of Diethers and Huhn [19] is similar to this. Their tool Vooduu translates the
UML state machines and sequence diagrams of a commercial CASE tool (Poseidon)
into Timed Automata and Observer Timed Automaton which are used as the input for
Uppaal. After Uppaal has performed the model checking process, the error trace gen-
erated by Uppaal in case of an incorrect specification is transformed back to the UML
tool. The modeling of real-time behavior is restricted within HUGO/RT and Vooduu
due to the fact that models are described by UML state machines, which support only



afterandwhenconstructs. In addition, state machines do not contain clocks or priorities
which are useful when modeling real-time systems.

Another project that aims at modeling and verifying real-time and embedded sys-
tems with UML is the OMEGA IST project.7 The project does not support the complete
UML language. Instead, a subset of the UML which is essential for the modeling of in-
dustrial real-time applications [20] is defined. In addition in [21] a subset of the UML is
extended by some timing constructs which are necessary when modeling real-time sys-
tems. The project plans to provide an environment that integrates different existing tools
for modeling and verification. In [22], models specified with a UML subset are mapped
to Communication Extended Timed Automata (CETA) which serve as the input lan-
guage of the validation tools. Properties to be checked are given as Observer Automata
in the static case and as UML Observers in the dynamic case. The integrated validation
tools support simulation, verification of the properties and automatic test generation.
The state space explosion is tackled by techniques based on data flow analysis, slicing
methods and simple forms of abstraction. In contrast to the presented approach, com-
positional reasoning is only supported for the interactive theorem prover PVS and thus
is only semi-automatic.

All related approaches only provide a loose integration of non-compositional model
checking, while the presented approach offers a tight integration by using the consis-
tency management subsystem of the FUJABA CASE tool for managing the required
compositional verification steps.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The presented approach and its tool support realized within the FUJABA Real-Time
Tool Suite enables a smooth integration of design and formal verification during system
development. The employed compositional model checking approach enables an incre-
mental handling of changes or additions during the development, as only the involved
patterns or components have to be rechecked. Therefore, the impact of a single mod-
ification or addition remains bounded to the small number of model elements which
directly refer to the altered element.

The realized model checking PlugIn only supports the HUppaal tool. The realized
architecture, however, permits to attach different model checker backends to our tool.
A first additional backend interface which is currently under development will support
the discrete time symbolic model checker RAVEN [23].

Other planed extensions are round-trip support which maps the output of the model
checker back to the UML model in form of UML sequence diagrams with time annota-
tions as well as support for the modeling of hybrid behavior [24].
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Appendix

A.1 Hierarchical Timed Automata

In the following we present the syntactical definition of Hierarchical Timed Automata as intro-
duced in [12].

Definition 1 A Hierarchical Timed Automatonis a tuple〈S, S0, δ, σ, V, C, Inv, Ch, T 〉 where

– S is a finite set of locations.root ∈ S is the root.
– S0 ∈ S is a set of initial locations.
– δ : S → 2S is a function, mapping a locationl to all possible substates ofl and generating

a tree structure withroot as the root. Applyingδ on sets, delivers the intuitively expected
results.

– σ : S → {AND, XOR, BASIC, ENTRY, EXIT, HISTORY } associates a type to
every location

– V, C, Ch are sets of variables, clocks, and channels and are used for the specification of
Guard, Reset, Sync, andInvariantas described in the following.

– Inv : S → Invariant assigns an invariant to every location.
– T ⊆ S × (Guard × Sync × Reset × {true, false}) × S is the set of transitions. A

transition is composed of a source (l) and a target location (l′), a guardg, an assignment
r (including clock resets), and an urgency flagu. The notationl s,g,r,u→ l′ is used for
a transition t = (l, s, g, r, u, l′). We omits, g, r, u when they are necessarily absent (or
false, in the case ofu).

Guards, synchronizations, resets, and assignments useGuard, Resetand Sync, as described in
the following:

– V is the finite set of integer variables.V (l) ⊆ V is the set of integer variables local to a
superstatel.



– LetC be the finite set of clock variables.C(l) ⊆ C contains the clocks local to a superstate
l. If l is a history state,C(l) contains only clocks, that are declared as forgetful. The other
clocks ofl (local clocks) belong toC(root).

– LetCh be the finite set of synchronization channels.Ch(l) ⊆ Ch contains the channels that
are local to a superstatel, i.e., it is not possible to synchronize along a channelc ∈ Ch(l)
between one transition insidel and one outsidel.

– Ch leads to the finite set of channel synchronizations(Sync). It holds: c ∈ Ch ⇒ c?, c! ∈
Sync. If s ∈ Sync, thens denotes the corresponding complementary(e.g.c! = c? and
c? = c!).

– Data constraints are boolean expressions of the formA2A with A is an arithmetic combi-
nation of elements fromV and2 ∈ {<, >, =,≤,≥}. Clock constraints are boolean expres-
sions of the formx2n or x−y2n, withx, y ∈ C, n ∈ N and2 ∈ {<, >, =,≤,≥}. A clock
constraint is calleddownward closed, if 2 ∈ {<, =,≤}. A guard is a finite conjunction over
data and clock constraints. An invariant is a finite conjunction over downward closed clock
constraints. The set of guards and invariants, joint with{true, false} are calledGuard
respectivelyInvariant.

– Clock resets are of the formx := 0, with x ∈ C. Data assignments are of the formv := A,
with v ∈ V andA is an arithmetic combination of elements fromV . Resetis the set of clock
resets and data assignments.

A.2 Extended Hierarchical Timed Automata

The semantics of RTSC [5] employs an Extended Hierarchical Timed Automaton model which
extends the Hierarchical Timed Automata model [12] by means of a general data model, asyn-
chronous event handling, and priorities. These extensions result in the following definition for an
Extended Hierarchical Timed Automata.

Definition 2 The syntax of anExtended Hierarchical Timed Automatonis defined by a tuple
〈S, S0, δ, σ, D, V, C, Inv, Ch, T 〉 where

– S is a finite set of locations.root ∈ S is the root.
– S0 ∈ S is a set of initial locations.
– δ : S → 2S . δ mapsl to all possible substates ofl. δ is required to give rise to a tree

structure with rootroot. We readily extendδ to operate on sets of locations in the obvious
way.

– σ : S → {AND, XOR, BASIC, ENTRY, EXIT, HISTORY } is a type function on
locations.

– D, V, C, Ch are a data model, sets of variables, clocks, and channels. They give rise to
Guard, Reset, Sync, andInvariantas defined in the following.

– Inv : S → Invariant maps every locationl to an invariant.
– T ⊆ S× (Guard×Sync×Reset× IN)×S is the set of transitions. A transition connects

two locationsl andl′, has a guardg, a synchronizations, an assignmentr (including clock
resets), and an priorityp. We use the notationl g,s,r,p→ l′ for this and omitg, s, r, p when
they are necessarily absent (or0, in the case ofp).

The data components in guards, synchronizations, resets, and assignment expressions are defined:

– D is a possibly infinite data model. A set of possible queries[D → {true, false}] and
transformations[D → D] are assumed. To further take into account that data model up-
dates or queries cannot be considered to be timeless and atomic their interference has to be
controlled in an appropriate manner. Therefore, we assume a symmetric functionconflict



that for an updateup and an update or queryup′ determines whether their concurrent execu-
tion can result in such interference (conflict(up, up′) = true). A conflict can be excluded
between a guard and an update only, when the update cannot effect the outcome of evaluat-
ing the guard. For two updates in contrast, basic concurrency techniques such as monitors
or semaphores may be employed to ensure interference free execution which is modelled by
different forms of interleaving.

– V is the finite set of integer variables.V (l) ⊆ V is the set of integer variables local to a
superstatel.

– Let C be a finite set of clock variables. The setC(l) ⊆ C denotes the clocks local to a
superstatel. If l has a history entry,C(l) contains only clocks, that are explicitly declared
as forgetful. Other locally declared clocks ofl belong toC(root).

– Let Ch be a finite set of synchronization channels with subsetsChs and Cha for syn-
chronous and asynchronous behavior.Ch(l) ⊆ Ch is the set of channels that are local
to a superstatel, i.e., there cannot be synchronization along a channelc ∈ Ch(l) between
one transition insidel and one outsidel. We further restrict the asynchronous communication
channels to be only global ones.

– Ch gives rise to a finite set of channel synchronizations, calledSync. For synchronous
channelsc ∈ Chs ,c?, c!, τ ∈ Syncs. For s ∈ Syncs − {τ}, s denotes the match-
ing complementary, i.e.,c! = c? and c? = c!. For eventsc ∈ Cha we further can send
and receive simultaneously on all asynchronous channels described bySynca : [Cha →
IN ] × [Cha → IN ]. We use the notation(c1?, c2?, . . . ) respectively(c1!, c2!, . . . ) to de-
scribe which events are received respectively send how often. A synchronization is then, for
example,(c?, (c1?, c2?, . . . ), (c1!, c2!, . . . )) and the overall set of synchronizations is build
bySync := Syncs × Synca which permits multiple asynchronous send and receives.

– The data model constraint is any boolean queryqD ∈ [D → {true, false}]. A variable
constraint is a boolean expressions of the formA2A, whereA is an arithmetic expression
over V and 2 ∈ {<, >, =,≤,≥}. A clock constraint is an expression of the formx2n
or x − y2n, wherex, y ∈ C andn ∈ N with 2 ∈ {<, >, =,≤,≥}. A clock constraint
is downward closed, if2 ∈ {<, =,≤}. A guard is a finite conjunction over data model
constraints, variable constraints and clock constraints. An invariant is a finite conjunction
over downward closed clock constraints.Guardis the set of guards,Invariant is the set of
invariants. Both contain additionally the constantstrue andfalse and therefore when no
additional guard is required simple the constanttrue will be used.

– A clock reset is of the formx := 0, wherex ∈ C. A data assignment is of the formv := A,
wherev ∈ V andA an arithmetic expression overV . Anyup ∈ [D → D] is a data model
update.Resetis the set of clock resets, data assignments, and data model updates.Reset−

is the set data assignments, and data model updates.

The well-formedness rules and formal semantics of the Extended Hierarchical Timed Au-
tomaton model which follows the concepts presented in [12] can be found in [5].


